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Another object of the present invention is to provide
however, was not found to be successful for reasons not
a device and method for a fast isothermal freezing
well understood.
which produces uniform and symmetric fuel cores havAnother attempt to produce liquid-layer cryogenic
ing an extended lifetime,
fuel cores is disclosed by E, R. Grilly, “Condensation of
Other objects and further scope of applicability of the
Hydrogen Isotopes in Laser Fusion Targets,” Rev, Sci, 5
present invention will become apparent from the deInstrum, 48, no. 2, 1977, pp. 39–42, wherein heat extractailed description given hereinafter. The detailed detion is accomplished by a direct jet of gaseous helium at
scription, indicating the preferred embodiment of the
4 K. in this cooling configuration, the effects of gravitainvention, is given only by way of illustration since the
tionally driven liquid sag can be counteracted by imposing a temperature gradient on the fuel core. As with the 10 various changes and modifications within the spirit and
scope of the invention will become apparent to those
conduction cooling technique, the jet method produces
skilled in the art from the detailed description. The
incomplete condensation of the fuel, as well as unstable
foregoing Abstract of the Disclosure is for the purpose
and short-lived cryogenic fuel cores.
of providing a nonlegal brief statement to serve as a
As is apparent, solid-fuel cryogenic fuel cores have a
distinct advantage over the liquid fuel cores, in that 15 searching and scanning tool for scientists, engineers and
researchers and is not intended to limit the scope of the
solid fuel cores have a virtually unlimited lifetime and
invention as disclosed herein nor is it intended to be
are very stable, provided the solid cores are kept well
used in interpreting or in any way limiting the scope or
below the melting temperature
of the core material.
fkir meaning of the appended claims.
However, prior art devices and methods have been
20
unable to produce uniform, solid, fuel core layers on
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OF THE DRAWINGS
target surfaces.
FIG. 1 is a prior art drawing illustrating the effect of
gravity on a liquid filled core.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
FIG, 2 is a schematic illustration of an isothermal
The present invention overcomes the disadvantages
25 freezing cell used in the preferred embodiment of the
and limitations of the prior art by providing a device
invention.
and method for fast isothermal freezing to produce a
FIG, 3 is an experimental setup illustrating the preuniform solid layer of cryogenic material on a target
ferred embodiment of the invention.
surface. According to the present invention, uniform
FIG, 4 is a graph of the exchange gas pressure versus
layers of a low z cryogenic material such as DT, are 30 freezing time according to the process of the preferred
formed by condensing and rapidly freezing the core
embodiment of the invention.
material in an isothermal cryogenic atmosphere. Since
FIG. 5 is a schematic illustration of the optical arthe fuel core is cooled quickly and uniformly, the fuel
rangement for determining uniformity of fuel core laycondenses into a constant thickness liquid film. Before
ers produced according to the preferred embodiment of
gravity
causes the liquid to sag, the fuel core is further
35 the invention,
cooled in a uniform manner to freeze the liquid to proFIG. 6 is a graph of the central interference fringe
duce a solid layer fuel core of nearly constant thickness.
displacement versus the parameter Q, illustrating the
To achieve the foregoing. and in accordance with the
manner of measuring uniformity of fuel core layers
purposes of the present invention as embodied and
produced according to the preferred embodiment of the
broadly described herein, the method of the present 40 invention.
invention may comprise a method of forming a substanDETAILED
DESCRIPTION
OF THE
tially uniform layer of material on the surflace of a miPREFERRED
EMBODIMENT
OF THE
croballoon comprising, maintaining said microballoon
INVENTION
at cryogenic temperatures within an isothermal freezing
cell, locally heating said microballoon to vaporize said
material, and rapidly removing local heating such that
said material condenses and freezes on said surface of
said microballoon in a substantially uniform layer.
The present invention may also comprise, in accordance with its objects and purposes, a device for forming a substantially uniform layer of material on an inertially driven target comprising, isothermal freezing cell
means for condensing and freezing said material in a
substantially uniform manner on said target, means for
locally heating said target to vaporize said material on
said target, and means for rapidly eliminating said
means for locally heating such that said vaporized material condenses and freezes on said target in a substantially uniform layer.
It is therefore an object of the present invention to
provide a device and method for fast isothermal freezing.
It is also an object of the present invention to provide
a device and method for fast isothermal freezing which
forms uniform fuel core layers.
Another object of the present invention is to provide
a device and method for fast isothermal freezing which
is simple and easy to implement.

45

Referring to FIG. 2, the target 10, which typically
comprises a glass microballoon, is supported on a thin
glass stock 12 in the center of an isothermal freezing
cavity 14 within an isothermal freezing cell 16. The
target 10 is thermally coupled to the isothermal freezing
50 cell 16 by way of a low pressure cryogenic helium gas
maintained within the cavity 14, typically at a pressure
of approximately 160 mtorr or greater.
The isothermal freezing cell 16, as shown in FIG. 2,
is designed to provide an extremely homogeneous tem55 perature environment surrounding the target 10, The
cell 16 is machined from a block of oxygen-free hard
copper and contains four iridium-attached single-crystal
sapphire windows 18. The sapphire windows 18 are
made large and have high-conductivity
to allow intro60 duction of both laser heating and illumination for continuous observation of the freezing process on two orthogonal axes, while preserving the isothermal environment within the cavity 14. The inner surface of the
cavity 14 is black-oxidized to increase both radiation
65 emissivity and the exchange gas accommodation coefficient. Fill capillary 20 provides a means for introducing
the cryogenic helium exchange gas to the cavity 14, A
silicon-diode temperature sensor 22 is anchored to the
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cetl interior

to monitor

the temperature

The cell 16 is attached to the tailpiece of a commercial cryostat 24 and is surrounded by
concentric cylindrical radiation shields 26 and 28 and a
vacuum jacket 30, each of which has four fused quartz
windows formed therein. The entire assembly provides
f/2 optical access to the target on two orthogonal axes.
The experimental
layout, schematically
shown in
FIG. 3, consists of the isothermal freezing cell 16, a
laser heating system 34, a target illumination system 36,
and a light-collection, display, and recording system 38.
The target is illuminated by either white light filtered
by a blue transmission filter 40 or, for interferometric
observation, by 4880-~ laser 42. A lighted pinhole 44 is
imaged to the target plane from light emitted by either
4880 A laser 42 or lamp 46 via moveable mirror 48. The
illuminated area is a few times the diameter of the target
at the center of the isothermal cavity 14. Light from the
illuminated target is collected by an f/2 optical system,
and passed through interferometer
50 and 6328-R
blocking filter 52, to attenuate heating laser light, and
then imaged onto a high resolution silicon-diode matrix
vidicon camera 54. The high sensitivity of the vidicon
of TV camera 54 allows for a very low illumination
intensity, i.e., less than 50 nw on the target, which minimizes perturbation of the target’s isothermal environment. The image of the target is displayed on monitor
56 and recorded on recorder 58.
For melting and vaporizing the DT fuel contained
within the glass microballoon target 10, light from a
helium neon 6328-A heating laser 60 is focused to approximately the target diameter with a Galilean optical
system and introduced perpendicular
to the viewing
axis. Alignment is facilitated by observing the projected
diffraction pattern from the target. The required power
of the heating laser 60 is dictated by the heat exchange
gas pressure in the isothermal cell 16 surrounding the
target 10. A 2 mw laser can completely vaporize the
fuel, provided the cell pressure is 55 mtorr or less. At 55
mtorr, 10 ng of DT held in a 100-pm-diameter
glass
microballoon is completely vaporized when the laser 60
is on, and condenses and freezes in approximately 0.3 s
after the laser is shuttered via shutter 62.
In operation, the target is first heated by a laser 60 to
melt and vaporize all of the fuel contained within the
glass microballoon target 10. Local target heating is
then removed by shattering the laser beam from laser 60
by means of shutter 62, whereupon a very high cooling
power provided by the helium heat exchange gas causes
the fuel to condense and freeze in a fraction of a second
into a unifrom layer on the inside surface of the glass
microballoon. Since the target is in an extremely isothermal environment, and since solid formation is much
more rapid than gradationally
driven motion of the
liquid DT, condensation and solidification occur ,uniformly over the inner surface of the glass microballoon
target 10 to provide a solid DT layer of constant thickness. Since the vapor pressure of 4 K DT is low, i.e., less
than 10– 12torr, the uniformity of the solid layer persists
for an extended period.
FIG. 4 illustrates the condensation freezing time as a
function of the exchange gas pressure within the isothermal freezing cell 16 using a 15 mw heating laser.
According to the graph of FIG. 4, as the gas pressure is
increased, the freezing time decreases to approximately
0.2 s, at pressures above 160 mtorr. The best uniformity
of the solid DT layer fuel core is obtained by using the
most rapid condensation and freezing rates, i.e., those
ma] freezing

cell

that

of the isother-

16.
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take

place

at an exchange

gas pressure

of at least

160 mtorr. At lower exchange gas pressures, the condensation freezing time is sufficiently long to allow
considerable liquid sag, resulting in a nonuniform solid
layer such as illustrated in FIG. 1. The isothermal envi ronment of the freezing cell 16 is negligibly disrupted
by the heating laser since the laser is focused and applied locally to the target.
Measurement
techniques of fuel layer uniformity
have included direct visual observation, Reedy -refraction and interferometric
observation.
Interferograms
of cryogenic fuel cores have been
obtained by inserting a wedge interferometer
jnto the
light collection system as shown in FIG. 5. This type of
interferometer
is easy to set up, can be used at a large
working distance from the target, and is not susceptible
to vibration or air currents. In operation, light that is
directly transmitted through the wedge interfers with
the reference field of the twice-reflected
light at the
image plane of the collection system, producing the
desired fuel core interferogram. The wedge interferometer 50 is oriented so as to produce a background
around the target image which has a constant phase, i.e.,
no fringe pattern.
By comparing the experimental interferograms
of a
cryogenic target produced by the fast isothermal freezing techniques of the preferred embodiment, with the
results shown in FIG. 6, the DT fuel core layer’s uniformity can be quantitatively determined. A DT fuel core
layer having a uniformity of at least Q =0.9 in the measured plane perpendicular to the viewing axis is reproducibly and consistently made when the exchange gas
pressure is Zto 55 mtorr. The thickness uniformity of
the frozen DT layer does not depend critically on the
alignment of the heating laser, provided that all of the
DT fuel is vaporized. In this manner, uniform solid DT
layers are obtained reproducibly through an arbitrary
number of melting/vaporization—condensation/freezing cycles.
The present invention therefore provides a method of
reproducibly obtaining uniform layers of solid DT in
glass microballoons in a manner which is simple and
easy to implement. The frozen layers of fuel produced
in this manner have great stability, longevity, and uniformity. while maintained in a cryogenic environment.
Obviously many modifications and variations of the
present invention are possible in light of the above
teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within
the scope of the appended claims, the invention may be
practiced
otherwise
than as specifically
disclosed
herein.
What is claimed is:
uni1. In a method of forming a solid substantially
form layer of material on a surface of a microballoon on
which said material is deposited at cryogenic temperatures the steps comprising:
maintaining said microballoon at cryogenic temperatures within an isothermal freezing cell;
locally heating said microballoon
to vaporize said
material deposited on said surface of said microballoon; and then,
rapidly removing local heating such that said material
vaporized by said local heating condenses and
freezes on said surface of said microballoon in a
solid substantially uniform layer.
2. A device for forming a solid substantially uniform
layer of material on a surface of an inertially driven
target comprising:
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